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 I just won the book and looking forward to start reading it. Thanks again and good luck with it. Date: May 8, 2016 Author: Ekta Review: I am working on a project for my school project and this is the best thing I could have found. It helps me a lot to understand what I was studying and also I am getting more confident. Author: Luca Review: This book it’s a fantastic book, helping me to put in the
right order to the English of the vocabulary and it’s helpful for the phrasing, also, it is really easy to read and to understand Date: May 9, 2016 Author: Victor Review: I am studying this book and I am getting more confidence. Thank you all for sharing this book Date: May 13, 2016 Author: Stephanie Review: It's easy to understand. And it teaches the letter combination too. :) Author: Mikey. Review:
This book has many drills, learning exercises, vocabulary and videos that will help you. I have just begun reading it and was already able to see my overall progress. Author: Andrea Review: I loved it. I read it like 3 times so I could get it better. And I agree to everything @Michael said. It's very easy to read and understand. And it has all the examples of the words. :) Author: Daniel Review: This book

has everything I wanted! So much exercises for different situations, video helps understanding very well the grammar and vocabulary. It's really helpful and with me it's been used as practice for my exam. Author: Matthew Review: I like it because is a book that makes me get the real, I was trying this last book like one month and it’s too much a lot of notes and so much theory. So, this book is for
practice and to understand more quickly the English. Author: Delyth Review: I started this book the week before exams, and I could say that it has been the best thing that could happen to me! I find this book very organized, and as I 82157476af
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